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About This Game

The Keflings need your help! Visit a magical realm and lend the tiny Keflings living there a hand. Start by building a single
home and work towards creating a thriving bastion of culture sure to be the envy of cultural bastions everywhere! Put the

cheerful Keflings to work harvesting and refining resources while you unlock the blueprints and building pieces used to make
buildings like a lumber mill, tinker’s workshop, or Magic Mark's Mutton Masseuse. Do it all in this friendly, laid-back city

building game with heart.

Hold Keflings in your hand
Supports left or right handed gameplay

Build over 50 kinds of building types, each with their own gameplay effect
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A glorified shallow one-button flyer-runner.

+ Good charming graphics and 8-bit inspired music
+ More than one button to fly, and the shift key pauses the game!
+ Good variety of levels

o There are different costumes and characters, and they only appear to change the hitbox for collecting coins

- Power-ups are only collectable at the top of the screen, even though they move up and down and appear otherwise

This is another casual flyer/runner game where you hold one button to go up and where you avoid obstacles. There are bosses
every so often. All there is to do is avoid repeated obstacles, collect coins, and collect power-ups. Power-ups consist of a shield,
missiles, time-slow, and turn-everything-into-coins. The gameplay lacks depth to be compelling and I was bored out of my mind.

I would only recommend this game to people who like casual "flyers" like flappy bird. For everyone else, you all should skip. A
polished turd is still a turd.. I first picked up the first game and thought it was just a porn game, but it was free so I thought I
would try it out and laugh and stuff. But the characters and story was really good, so I picked up the 2nd game and it was an
amazing experience and I want more with these characters. Haha. Lovely game, very sweet. Art is meh though. But everything
else is awesome. At least the art is an improvement from the 1st game. It took me around 7hrs just to complete one character
story so am excited what is in store for the other guys.

I would highly recommend this as one of my favourite otome games.. Exit is a wonderful puzzle game. It is simple, but I find it
very relaxing to play and solve each level. The coins are a nice little bonus challenge as well, though not required to beat the
level\u2026 technically. Over 60 levels make this a pretty good buy, even if it is $11.99 not to mention that the developer
mentioned that there will be more levels coming out and will be available for FREE to anyone who buys the base game. You can
play by clicking each ball with the mouse and then clicking again for the direction, or use the keyboard to choose directions and
toggle between balls.

The three game modes are Easy, Normal, and Pro. Basically it just means that you have a tighter time limit the harder the
difficulty you choose, and believe me when I say that it will pressure you on some levels. My advice to people playing this game
is to analyze each level before starting to move the balls. The timer will not start counting down until you select a ball. Also, be
patient with each move. I have screwed up a few times already by moving the wrong ball because I did not properly select the
one I actually wanted to move.

As for what can improve the game, I can only think of two things. The first, and most important, would be an option to turn off
the motion of the board. Although it does make it a bit disorienting (or who knows, it may be my current sleep deficiency) and
therefore slightly more challenging, I think that some people may find it hard to look at if they get motion sick easily. The
second thing would be more background music tracks. But to be honest that is asking for a bit much. It is a good game
regardless of what music is playing in the background.

At the time that I am writing this review, I have only made it through 24 levels (not counting the demo)\u2026 mostly because it
is 2:45 AM. All of them have been a blast and I look forward to playing more of this game.. Metamorphic is a solid but short
first person physics puzzle game. I bought it as I've seen some Let's Play and had a good few hours playing it. The levels are
challenging and interesting designed but some are a bit confusing with no hints at all where to go. There is no underlying story as
far as I understood.
I'd recommend the game, especially when it's on sale. I bought the game at full price and I don't regret it. :). Not worth the cash.
Barely more than a Addictinggames flash game. Musics pretty good, though.
Pros
----
- Cute game play
- Some pretty good music
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- High score list seems pretty legit

Cons
-----
- Extremely repetitive
- Terrible menu layouts
- Very cheap; barely more than a FTP phone game. I used it on the oculus rift with touch and room-scale.
really nice idea and i like the layout and use of it
i like the fact that you can raise the 3d worktable in order to move above the model and directly move furniture in a godlike
view of the 3d platform as well as being inside the structure to move furniture
however it does need more functions: to be able to delete walls or parts of walls, be able to edit control button layout, be able to
add extra levels of the structure, to be able to turn off snap-lock to furniture (try making a island bench), a save function to be
able to export your design in 2d or 3d (i would like to see it be able to be 3d printed), the option to make the canvas bigger be
able to add single walls in the same manner as inserting a room and then move it and rotate it into place as the measurement of
walls can be temperamental.
might be a nice little gimmick to be able to put the house on land as a view out when in the 3d option (lake, hill, beach, trees)
overall it works well for a average sized single story structure and is fun to use
i do would recommend it as something to keep a eye on for future usage. I think I am the only one here so far that feels like they
took a good game model and downgraded it with this sequel. I loved the first game and have hundreds of hours play time. This
new version adds 'loot', and a complex runes system so you can add global upgrade variables to your loadout. Once this is done,
the game can become very complex, because the upgrade runes and downgrade (difficulty) runes can have multiple interactions.
I find this to be a bit of a mess to comprehend, and much preferred the original model in this regard. The Loot system to me
feels like a white elephant and a bit pointless as an addition to the original game. The tower additions and map variables are an
interesting plus, and the devs have delivered in that regard, at lease. On the whole, this sequel feels cumbersome and excessively
complex to me.. I played this game when it first came out and loved it. It was sandboxy and different and had little direction.
And I think that's why it died. The controls were wonky and poorly thought out, the vehicles were a bit hard to control, but still
kinda fun. It could have been a great contender to the Fallout series.. Love it!

Tried it at different stages of it's development process. The final game is a lovely puzzler to play with your friends \/ lovers \/
family. It will definitely put your relationship to a test ;)
One player can not pull the other trough like in many other coops, both players have to do their part.

Enjoy!
. Much like Advanced Wars, and glad someone made a game like this. Hope it grows and improves.
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Woooooow! Endless creativity and fun! Lots and lots of props, characters. Great use of animation to help speed up the character
posing process.. I think that this is a very fun game (:. Best game ever!

I can't stop laughing playing this game with my cousin!

I love this game!. Great little loco for switching and short locals. Sloppy controls and annoying jump mechanics. The game
should've stopped after world 2, world 3 was just garbage all around; annoying enemies, tight jumps (only made difficult by the
sloppy controls), and annoying sections to redo on death. One of the only games I quit before finishing because it was just a
waste of my time.. remove nyan cat duck please...
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